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ABSTRACT

The potential variety of engineering applications
from the 'Deaceful uses of underground uclear explosives
indicates an ncreased n�ed for-applicable radiation pro-
tection guidance to protect the public health of poten-
tiaZZy exposed populations.

To insure the orderly development of such uses,
additi ona Z operational data as ell as bioeffects data
Will be required to develop appropriate cteria and
guidance to inform health officials and the public of
the ignificance of possible exposures. The required
planning includes an evaluation of the potential bene-
fits and risks as vell as the size and age of popula-
tion, mu ZtipZi city of sources, iely and unZikeZy
future ues, and the total environmental impact.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is adressed to planning in the development of radi-
ation protection guidance for fission products and neutron induced
activities incorporated into consumer products resul ting from ful ly
contained Plowshare projects. The subject of guidance relating
to excavation projects and of applicable guidance n the protection
of public health in the immediate post-shot period are both being
covered elsewhere in this symposium.

Safety of consumer products is of di rect interest to the
Department of ealth, Education, and Welfare; particularly to the
new Consumer Protection and Environmental Health Service of which the
Envi ronmental Control Administration is a component.

If the world in which we ive had no financial limitations and

we were able to work in a totally orderly way, I could present a logi-

cal sequence f questions to which we could address ourselves; and as

we answered each question, e could then proceed to the next perhaps
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as follows:

1. What are the actual radionuclides and actual concen-
trations that will be in each of the consumer products
obtained from P;owshare?

2. What ae the amounts of consumer products that i 
be used by the public?

3. What would be the resultant wole body and other organ
doses obtained by different populations?

4. Then having satisfied ourselves of the actual quanti-
fative exposures, we could then tackle and answer the

question, "What are the long-term effects of this low-

level exposure?" Assuming that a could quantitate

this risk to everyone's satisfaction, we could then

proceed to obtaining a consensus on the levels of

risk which would be acceptable to all concerned.

Unfortunately, as e all know, definitive conclusive, absolute

answers to these questions cannot be answered to everyone's satis-

faction.

But in order to facilitate the constructive use of Plowshare

applications for the betterment of society, we must demonstrate what

these potential risks of radiation exposure are s they can then be

weighed against the anticipated benefits. And this belongs in the

public forum.

Congressman Craig Hosmer of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

emphasized the importance and need to set clear, firm guidance in this

area, and he reiterated'MOSt trongly the need to help protect the

rpublic health by insuring safe consumer products.

Now then, who sets he standards? By law, the Federal Radiation

Council has specific responsibilities in providing a first level of

guidance to federal agencies. The AEC has been signed the responsi-

bility of conducting the Plowshare program for the purpose of investi-

gating and developing peaceful uses for nuclear explosives. While

the AEC controls the execution of a Plowshare project, the acceptability

of any resulting products involves the utual responsibility of both

the Public Health Service and the involved state health departments

as well as the general public and the scientific community. tn short,

the commun i ty represented here today has a mutua I responsi b i I ity and

partnership in assessing the health significance of Plowshare projects.

Obtaining the required evidence of theoretical aculations and empir-

ically observed data is of greater importance than the identity of the

particular organization that may have the last word in setting the

allowable exposure level.
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Mscus� I Old

In Aug us t 1959 t Pre s i de, I assigned t. pr imary epons J 1 y
for te co I ecti on, c II at ion, ana I ys I di, d u forp eta I ion f di n
env i ronmenta I rad at ion to the Dc a r fmenf f Ile a I th , Huc I n and
We If are. The i ntent was to sep a te t h e rosp on, i b i I i I y f cv I uut i nq
the radi oact i ve h ea I th a z a rds from the resp ons i b i I i Ty f OnCOUrag nq
the use ad development of radiation. As part f the dischirq of
th i s respors i b I ty, the, Bureau of Rod I c I te I th a ytem�
ically gathered the data on levels of olbservod conidminof[on of adio-
activity in the evironment from our surveillance eworks, c)tl),,r
federal agencies, state health departments, Vie AEC-sponsordd ntional
laboratories and others. They have all beer publishod ech month in

22.��I_He I It �Data and dPepots, w i th i ntorp ret i ve ad I ys i s when
possible and ithout interpretation if lime did no prmit. In hs
manner the results have been aailable for interpretation by the
scientific community as well as the general public. The importance
of publishing the data in the public forum to permit independent
evaluations cannot be overly stressed.

Perhaps the most mportant element f any planning is he need
to educate the public to the facts. I think we can safely aticipate
concern and fear (whether rea o imagined) from cerldin �cctors of te
public and I think the most vital ingredient in ur planning is imagin-
ation--imagination to anticipate the questions whid, iH be raised.
We must be able to present the data and the interpretation of te
data and have it available for others to interpret.

The PHIS is pleased to sponsor this symposium since it provides an
ideal mechanism to bring together al I of the diverse interests involved
in the public health aspects of P owslidre, including the Federal Radia-
tion Cour)ci 1, the AEC, other federal agencies, tate health department
officials, representatives of industry, AEC laboratories and many
others. And in bringing us together, it provides a mechanism to pre-
sent the different points of view depending upon one's primary interest
in Plowshare.

A a representative of te PHS, I would like to comment on the
philosophy of "unnecessary radiation exposure.' If we consider a dose-
effect relationship from ionizing radiation, we can observe effects in
a population at very large doses. Increases in the dose can produce an
increase in the incidence of an observed effect. The order of magnitude

of such doses required to produce such effects involves levels of oxpo-
sure of 50 rem or several hundred rem depending on the particular study
being referenced. The levels that we are concerned with here are of
the order of a few times natural background which is 0.1 rem per year.
The question arises as to how one can extrapolate the observed data
back by a factor of 500 or t,000 which s the region of public health
interest. What is the shape of the curve? hile the evidence of the.

Russets at Oak Ridge suggests the presence of a threshold in mice, we
can ll afford to make sch an assumption. So we extrapolate inearly
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without using a treshold.

It oe as urned, t ht te i nc i den co of an observed e f fLc is
attributable lo textural background rdiation, values of -5 for he
probability of observing an effect In a population could be noted.
Two cxtrerne positions that have been taken from this are as fol lows:
Multiplying the probability of 10-5 Times the LI. S. population of

x 108 ould produce 200 effects. Hence producing a man-made
increment in dose equal to natural bckground would result in 2000
effects in te U. S. population. This is a patently absurd mathe-
matical extrapolation.

The second extreme position that has been espoused is to say
that the probability of an effect in an individ ual of 10-5 is so small
as to constitute a negligible risk to an individual and can be for-
gotten. This extreme position is equal ly absurd.

The correct conclusion to be drawn here is to aoid unnecessary
radiation exposure, and I think we all recognize the shared respon5i
bility or partnership in endeavoring to reduce all unnecessary radia-
tion exposure in or planning.

Recent ly one witness at the Joint Committee n Atomic Energy
hearings on effects of radon daughter products in uranium miners
suggested that we should await the epidemiological evidence of
observed effects in the miner population before establ ishing a lower
level of permissible exposure. This approach is untenable to me.

Congressman Hosmer stated and stressed the importance of develop-
ing standards for radioactivity i consumer products to insure proper
protection of the public.

The radiation protection guidance must establish not only annual
doses but must also address itself to the rate of accumulation of
dose For example, whi le the cumulative thyroidal doses to chi ldren
from iodine-131 in fresh mi Ik during the decade beginning in 1957 are
observed to be far less than the cumulative radiation protection guides,
the rate of exposure in 1957 of rem/year exposed those born in those
years at a rate of times natural background.

FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIATION PROTECTION GUIDANCE

Perhaps one of the most succinct statements regarding the develop-
(nent of effective standards for the protection of man's health was made
by the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service, r. William H.
Stewart, at the hearings held by the Senate Commerce Committee in
August 1967. He stated the following:

"I. The standards should be truly relevant to man's
he I th .We must assure that such a standard is
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addressed to the prevention or control of a health
hazard in man's environment.

"2. The standard must be realistic and attainable. A
health protection standard must be attainable within
the state of the art and at a financial cost which
is not truly prohibitive. Otherwise, the standard
would become in fact a flat prohibition rather than
a ch a rter for prudent con ti nu at! on of a des i rab le
activity under conditions rot injurious to human heal
hea I th .

3. A d In e re n ce to th e s t a n d a rd s h ou I d b e e a s u ra b 1 e w i t h
reasonable precision and reliability. Those respon
sible for enforcing the standard must be able to
ascertain when a violation has taken place; and the
,great majority of manufacturers who will wish in
good conscience to comply with the standard must be
able to ascertain that they are indeed doing so.

`4. The standard should be aggressive in terms of pro-
tecting the public health. Uncertainties as to the
degree of control necessary should, in general, be
resolved in that direction wich wi 11 afford te
greatest protection to the public."

Other necessary factors include:

1. Better understanding of the links in the chain of
radioactive exposure to man of the aeneral environ-
ment, man's immediate environment, 'Intake, body
burden, dose rate, dose and effects.

2. Monitoring and surveillance networks to demonstrate
the presence or absence of radioactivity by observed
measurements in the above-mentioned chain for both
alerting and assessment purposes.

3. Better identification of the population-at-risk from
a particular application considering age, sex, dietary
habits, physiological habits and other parameters.

4. Designing and testing mathematical models based on the
data being obtained.

5. Anticipating the diverse multiplicity of surce to
be encountered.

6. Establishing guidance that is clear and readily inter-
pretable by industry, health officials and the public.
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The challenge exists to use Plowshare applications to helD solve
other public health problems. Ionizing radiation is being used to meet
and help solve the problems encountered in other areas of public health
such as waste disposal, water pollution and air pollution, and we have
a challenge to use Plowshare applications equally as well.

And lastly, I hope that we would plan on using the planning.
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QUESTIONS FOR ROBERT NEILL

From James Leonard:

In reference to the benefit-risk concept as applied to problems of
radionuclides in the environment, do you see any role for public
opinion urveys In determining acceptable activity levels? For
example, should the public be asked such questions as these:
Would you favor use of nuclear explosives to reduce the cost of
natural gas delivered to your home by `x" cents per million BTU's
if such use Increased the probability of some form of radiation-
initiated health effect (say an Increase in still births by 11y
Incidences per 100,000 population)?

ANSWER:

No, 1 dont' think questions such as these should be relegated to
a public opinion poll, nor that one should decide these things by
personal opinion. I think, however, that the mechanism, for
example this Symposium which we are holding here today, in bringing
together under one roof the various interests, certainly the legis-
lative interests in the presence of Congressman Hosmer of he Joint

Committee indicating his concern and interest in the area of public
health aspects of Plowshare applications, as positive evidence of
this fact.

2. From James Leonard:

Would you favor use of nuclear explosives to reduce the cost of
natural gas delivered to your home by "x" cents per million BTU's
if such use Increased the probability of some form of radiation-
Initiated health effect?

ANSWER:

This is rephrasing this general question that I said that it would
be so nice to have a final, conclusive, definitive, absolute answer
to solve to everyone's satisfaction as to what constitutes the long-
term effects and what is an acceptable risk. I think, though, that
we all have a shared responsibility in assessing this and 1, for
one, would not be in a position today to try to describe the specific
amount in which I would be involved here.
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SESSION VI - SOME IMPLICATIONS OF LARGE SCALE USE OF
PLOWSHARE TECHNOLOGY
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